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The ghoulish misdeeds and conflicted psychology of the undead are memorably explored in this classic
supernatural thriller, published in England in 1983 and previously unavailable in the US.¨¨In the terse,
atmospheric opening pages, an unnamed narrator finds a partially charred manuscript in the vicinity of an
abandoned country house in Cornwall that has mysteriously burned to the ground. It's the "Narrative of John
Richard Le Perrowne," born in 1830 to middle-agedparents, sickly and reclusive throughout a lonely
childhood?and the chosen victim of his ancestress Helena, a vampire whose seductive presence leads¨John
into a thrilling new anti-world of empowerment and glamour. But the initiate vampire retains a conscience,
and Farrington expertly contrasts his reluctant surrender to the lure of the night with the amoral Helena, a
coven of inordinately bloodthirsty fellow creatures, and the young farm girl (Elizabeth) who becomes John's
creation, far outdistancing him in calculated villainy. The story is exactly as baroque and lurid as it needs to
be, and its most effective set pieces (John awakening in bed to find Helena lying beside him; a feverish
dream that's prelude to an equally appalling reality) have a truly cinematic intensity. Farrington's prose
is¨pitched agreeably high, and his protagonist's increasingly fearful intuitions are expressed with vivid
emotion and mordant irony ("Death . . . seems much sweeter when you know you cannot have it"). And the
closing¨sequences build impressively, as Perrowne discovers the truth of the ancestral secret that has shaped
his fate, travels to Ireland in search of the "Master Revenant" rumored to be the father of them all, undertakes
a¨climactic "journey to Hell," and experiences a grotesque parody of theResurrection. Thus summarized, it
sounds egregiously flamboyant; in fact, it's smashingly effective.¨¨Far superior to most of Anne Rice's
empurpled Gothicism, and, quite possibly, the best vampire novel since Dracula.' Starred review in Kirkus
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From reader reviews:

Julia Hayes:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite e-book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the publication entitled The Revenants. Try to make book The Revenants as your close
friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that course make you
smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you far more confidence because
you can know every little thing by the book. So , let's make new experience as well as knowledge with this
book.

Steven Campbell:

This The Revenants are usually reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The explanation of
this The Revenants can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you more than just
simple reading through food but feed a person with information that possibly will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions
both in e-book and printed ones. Beside that this The Revenants forcing you to have an enormous of
experience for instance rich vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that could it useful in your
day activity. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Tracy Painter:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Aim to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its deal with may
doesn't work here is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the
outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer could be The Revenants why because the great cover that make
you consider about the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content will be fantastic as the
outside as well as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Scott Marin:

With this era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more important
than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time almost no but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of several books in the top
collection in your reading list is actually The Revenants. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Hillsides can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking upwards and review this book you can
get many advantages.
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